REVEL DINING EXPERIENCES CREATE MOMENTS TO SAVOR
Extensive Menu of Chefs and Dining Options Central to Resort
REVEL BEACH, Atlantic City, NJ – What was the most memorable thing you ever
ate? Chances are you have a hard time narrowing down to just one thing. Some
things you remember because they were just so good, some things you remember
because you were just having so much fun, Revel has curated a collection of
outstanding chefs and restaurateurs so you will easily find food that is satisfying and
memorable. You create your own story at Revel and food will be a part of it, even if
you are not a foodie.
Revel, with the help of Vibrant Development group, has sought out chefs who are
recognized for their craft, but not commoditized, they are still personally and
passionately involved in their creations. The chefs are bringing some of their
established restaurants from New York City, Philadelphia and Washington DC, and
they created new concepts just for Revel. Everything from a quick breakfast, to
lunch by the pool, or dinner will share the same commitment to excellence.
The menu of 10 restaurants includes:

Chef Jose Garces
Amada
Village Whiskey
Distrito Cantina

Chef Marc Forgione

Andalusian tapas bar
American, craft cocktails
Mexican street food, margarita bar

290 seats
63 seats
NA

American Cut

Chef Robert Wiedmaier

New American steakhouse

264 seats

Mussel Bar

Chef Alain Allegretti

Gastro-pub with Belgian flair

171 seats

Azure by Allegretti
LDV Hospitality

Mediterranean, fine dining

154 seats

Lugo

Italian brasserie

202 seats

Chef Michel Richard
Central Michel Richard
Revel
SkyCafe
Alcove

American bistro, French accent

174 seats

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Seated and quick-service

130 seats
120 seats

For more information about Revel and to start your visit, go to
www.revelresorts.com. Revel is located on the Boardwalk between South New
Jersey and South Connecticut avenues in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Editor’s note: High-resolution images and B-roll are available for download on
Revel’s media center at http://media.revelresorts.com/.
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